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Introduction
The laconic style of the priestly literature, and its concentration on ritual
procedure, have ironically detracted scholarly attention from the emotional
nature of the offerer on the one hand, and the Lord on the other. Indeed,
although it is commonly agreed that the ritual is performed before the Lord, the
relative tendency among exegetes of Leviticus to neglect this aspect appears to
have influenced the way that they define some key terms, such as åihar (‘to
cleanse’), ùiååëŒ (‘to purge’?) and most significantly kipper (commonly rendered
‘to make atonement/expiation’). A contentious issue surrounding the term
kipper is whether or not it involves propitiation. This makes the general neglect
of the study of God’s wrath in Biblical and theological studies surprising since
a perspective on this would seem essential to a correct interpretation of Levitical
texts.(1)
It is often assumed that the sin and reparation offerings are expiatory while
the burnt, grain and fellowship offerings are non-expiatory.(2) Moreover, the
(１) Cf. R.W. Yarbrough, ‘Atonement,’ in New Dictionary of Biblical Theology
(Leicester: InterVarsity, 2000), 388–93.
(２) Cf. J. Milgrom, ‘Sacrifice and Offerings OT,’ in IDB Supplement (Nashville,
1976), 763–71. For a critique see R. Knierim, Text and Concept in Leviticus 1: 1–9
(Forschungen zum Alten Testament 2; Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 1992), 13, no. 17.
In what follows, we tentatively use the translations, ‘the sin offering’ and ‘the
reparation offering’ for ùaååäŒø and Œäñäm respectively, while ‘the grain offering’ and
‘the fellowship offering’ for minùâ and ñélämîm respectively. Needless to say, these
appellations need further consideration. See my forthcoming commentary on Leviticus.
former are categorized as mandatory and the latter as voluntary. In particular,
the latter are viewed as having least connection with the appeasement of God’s
wrath, all the more so since they are often offered on occasions of joy and
thanksgiving. Indeed, these so-called non-expiatory offerings are generally
considered to have been offered after the appeasement of God’s wrath.
However, that the fellowship offering also includes blood shedding and is
related to kipper, if kipper is restricted to blood shedding, indicates that it is
misleading to classify the offerings in this way. Moreover, since no serious
discussion has taken place with regard to the wrath of God in the sacrificial
ritual, it appears that an indifference concerning whether or not the wrath of
God is assumed in expiatory sacrifices, not to mention “non-expiatory” sacrifices,
has led exegetes to make subjective judgments about the nature of the rituals
themselves. For example, by assuming that such a dichotomy exists between
these offerings (i.e. expiatory vs. non-expiatory), one could further conclude
that God’s wrath is present behind the “expiatory,” but not the so-called “non-
expiatory” sacrifices. Thus, it seems necessary to reexamine the nature of
expiation by way of some key terms that have played an important part in
forming such a judgment.
Among other things, an interpretive question relates to the phrase rëáù
nîùôáù, commonly translated “soothing aroma,” “pleasing odor,” or “pleasing
aroma”, requires attention. Does the phrase have anything to do with the
successful appeasement of God’s wrath? If the text assumes God’s wrath then
interpretations based on the assumption that atonement concerns only the
disposal of sin become extremely one-sided. It appears to the present writer that
such an assumption has even affected the way in which the meanings of some
key Hebrew terms are defined.
In this short study we focus on the meaning and significance of rëáù
nîùôáù in Lev 1–4 and then turn to reconsider the meaning of kipper in light of
our findings.
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I. The Lord’s enjoyment of the rëáù nîùôáù
The Lord is envisioned as smelling the rëáù nîùôáù, commonly rendered
as either “a soothing aroma” or “a pleasing odor.” What rendering one considers
preferable is determined by how its function in the ritual is understood. P.A.H.
de Boer surmised that in sacrificial contexts laYHWH after rëáù nîùôáù does
not mean that the Lord receives the offering, but that the sacrifice is the Lord’s,
so that “the satisfying fragrance is experienced by the believer as the fragrance
of his god.”(3) However, this understanding is entirely unlikely. The phrase
laYHWH occurs frequently in the sacrificial ritual, and there is no linguistic
support for taking the preposition lämed as conveying a genitive of relation.
More importantly, the assumption that the burnt offering has nothing to do with
the wrath of God is questionable. If wrath is assumed, there is little difference if
one translates rëáù nîùôáù as ‘a pleasing odor’ or ‘a soothing aroma’.
It is sometimes debated in what sense this expression is anthropomorphic.
Nevertheless, at the very least it must convey the idea that the Lord smells the
fragrance (cf. Lev 26: 31). The phrase occurs frequently in the prescriptions for
the burnt offering (Lev 1: 9, 13, 17), the grain offering (Lev 2: 2, 9, 12), and the
fellowship offering (Lev 3: 5, 16), but also in the sin offering for the individual
(Lev 4: 31). The phrase is related to the burning of fat or of the entire animal in
the case of the burnt offering. That it rarely occurs in connection to the expiatory
sin offering suggests that the rëáù nîùôáù is related to a joyous feeling on the
Lord’s part. However, while this aspect of the ritual concerns a different
dimension to the expiation of sin (fullness) achieved by the handling of blood,
the conclusion that it has nothing to do with the Lord’s wrath is questionable,
since expiation could simply concern the immediate outcome of the handling of
blood, and not the whole ritual.
Up till now this element of the ritual, i.e., a pleasing odor/soothing aroma,
has confused scholars because it occurs in offerings such as the burnt, grain,
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(３) P.A.H. de Boer, ‘God’s Fragrance,’ in Studies in the Religion of Ancient Israel
(Supplements to VT XXIII; Leiden: Brill, 1972), 47.
and fellowship offerings, which are offered on occasions of thanksgiving or
oath. Indeed, scholars such as K. Elliger and M. Noth conceived that behind the
phrase lies the idea of appeasement of the Lord’s wrath, but they inevitably
explained this by appealing to the presence of different literary layers.(4) This
exegetical impasse is greatly affected by one’s position regarding the
relationship between the terms *ræh, kipper and rëáù nîùôáù.
1.1 rëáù nîùôáù, *ræh and kipper
The phrase rëáù nîùôáù occurs frequently in the prescription for the burnt
(Lev 1), grain (Lev 2) and fellowship offerings (Lev 3). Particularly in the
prescription for the burnt offering in Lev 1, the question of how it relates to other
terms such as *ræh and kipper arises. The answer to this question may throw
open the possibility that rëáù nîùôáù has something to do with divine wrath.
(1) The root ræh; its noun räæßôn
Leviticus 1: 3 reads,
…w…nRbyîrVqÅy MyImD;t rDkÎz r∂qD;bAh_NIm wønD;b√r∂q hDlOo_MIa
:hÎwh◊y y´nVpIl wønOx√rIl wøtOa byîrVqÅy dEowøm lRhOa jAtRÚp_lRa
“If his offering is a burnt offering from the herd, he shall offer his offering
a male without blemish. He shall bring it to the entrance of the Tent of Meeting,
for acceptance in his behalf before the Lord.”
It seems that the phrase liréæônö lipnë YHWH should be translated “for his
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(４) K. Elliger, Leviticus (Handbuch zm Alten Testament; Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck,
1966), 35–36; M. Noth, Leviticus (Old Testament Library; London: SCM press,
1962), 24. For a further argument of this matter see R. Knierim, Text and Concept,
67–76.
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acceptance before the Lord.” Yet when the parallelistic lines of this verse, and
what M. Paran calls ‘the circular inclusio’(5), are taken into account the
antecedent of liréæônö liãnë YHWH is the first line, namely, ‘from the herd, a
male without blemish’. Thus it is inappropriate to assume that the räæôn in v.
3bβ is explicated for the first time by niræâ in v. 4.
The root idea of ræh is “satisfaction,” “finding favor”, “ be pleasing,” but it
is obvious that in this case the very mention of “for his acceptance” assumes
some previous unfavorable or unpleasing situation relating to the stance that the
receptor of the offering, viz., the Lord, has taken toward the worshipper.
Despite the common assumption that the burnt offering deals with general
human sinfulness,(6) this aspect of the ritual has been previously overlooked, or
not fully appreciated, by exegetes who tacitly assume that the burnt offering is
offered on particular occasions of thanksgiving (see 2 below). It is this
assumption that prevents scholars from perceiving the Lord’s displeasure with
the offerer in the ritual. However, that the offerer is still not accepted by the
Lord indicates that the offerer does not present a burnt offering purely to please
him. However one takes the relationship between this phrase “for his acceptance”
and rëáù nîùôáù in v. 9, it is, in the very least, clear that the offerer is not yet
fully accepted by the Lord. When the ritual is considered as a whole, the Lord’s
satisfaction with regard to the offerer appears to find a culminating point in the
rëáù nîùôáù which is mentioned at the end of the prescription (Lev 1: 9, 13,
17), and the latter is produced only through the kipper event (v. 4). The
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(５) M. Paran, Forms of the Priestly Style in the Pentateuch: Patterns, Linguistic
Usages, Syntactic Structures [Hebrew] (Jerusalem: Magnes Press, 1989), 61.
(６) Indeed, commentators have dealt with the divine wrath in varying degrees, but
their evaluations are often made in reference to texts outside Lev 1 and not within
the context of Lev 1. Cf. J. Hartley, Leviticus (Word Biblical Commentary 4; Dallas:
Word Books, 1992), 17–24; A. P. Ross, Holiness to the Lord (Grand Rapids: Baker,
2002), 85–97; M. F. Rooker, Leviticus (New American Commentary; Nashville:
Broadman & Holman, 2000), 83–93; G. J. Wenham may be an exception. See G. J.
Wenham, Leviticus (New International Commentary on the Old Testament; Grand
Rapids: Eerdmans, 1979), 48–63. See no. 9 below.
presence of kipper strongly suggests that the offerer is still viewed as unacceptable
because of some remaining divine displeasure. Thus, it appears that the idea of
wrath is closely related to the ideas expressed by rëáù nîùôáù and räæôn (‘favour’).
The root ræh appears a second time in v. 4 in connection with the hand-
leaning rite.
:wyDlDo rEÚpAkVl wøl hDx√rˆn◊w hDlOoDh vaør lAo wødÎy JKAmDs◊w
“and he leans his hand on the head of the burnt offering, so that it will be
accepted in his behalf to make atonement for him.”
A few important questions arise. The first relates to how the phrase ‘for its
acceptance in his behalf’ (liréæônö, v. 3bβ) is related to “it will be accepted in
his behalf” (wéniræâ lö, v. 4b). One can naturally take the connection in such a
way that by laying a hand on the head of the animal which has already met the
requirements in v. 3a, the offerer is accepted by the Lord. However, as is
commonly assumed, it is the symbolic meaning of the imposition of a hand,
which is inseparable from the act, that brings the Lord’s acceptance.
A. M. Rodriguez succinctly divides proposals for the symbolic meaning of
the gesture into five types. They are (1) Transfer and/or substitution theory, (2)
The identification theory, (3) The consecration/dedication theory, (4) The
appropriation and/or designation theory, and (5) The manumissio theory.(7)
Whilst it is difficult to assume that something inside the offerer, such as a
specific sin or guilt, is the primary concern of the gesture, it is also unlikely that
the animal sacrifice is viewed simply as a possession. Rather, as the term œädäm
(‘a man’) indicates (see below), the gesture expresses the whole existence of
the offerer before the Lord. We understand that the gesture symbolizes the
identification of the offerer with the animal in this sense. Therefore, this
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(７) A. M. Rodriguez, Substitution in the Hebrew Cultus (Andrews University
Seminary Doctoral Dissertation Series 3; Berrien Springs: Andrews University
Press, 1979), 201–208.
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understanding is not that different from the theory of substitution providing it is
realized that what is identified or substituted is the offerer’s existence.
The next question is, how much of the ritual is encompassed by the term
kipper in 1: 4? This question cannot be answered without establishing the
meaning of kipper. In the meantime, the following observations are offered. (1)
By the hand-leaning rite the offerer completes what he should do himself.(8) (2)
It is the animal that makes atonement (kipper) for the offerer. (3) While the
term Œädäm (v. 2) raises the question of a woman’s involvement in the
sacrifice,(9) it is readily apparent that the term is deliberately distinguished from
neãeñ in Leviticus, and that it connotes an independent corporeal being with the
propensity to commit sin and become unclean before God (cf. 5: 3, 4, 22; 7: 21;
13: 2, 9; 16: 7; 18: 5; 22, 5 etc.).(10) This last point may add support to our
interpretation of the hand-leaning rite mentioned above. The idea of v. 4 is that
by the offerer’s self-identification with the animal, the latter becomes a means
to kipper for the former. What the animal does represents what the offerer
should undergo himself.
Thus, although it is questionable why kipper is mentioned at such an early
stage in the prescription and not at its end as in other cases, there is still room
for the possibility that kipper is related to rëáù nîùôáù; that kipper in v. 4 finds
its culminating point in rëáù nîùôáù.(11) The reason for the location of kipper,
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(８) While ‘the slaughtering’ of the animal in v. 5 is expressed by wéñäùaå, viz., third
person singular, it is likely that this is an impersonal construction. LXX renders it in
plural.
(９) See Knierim, Text and Concept, 14–16.
(10) See my forthcoming commentary on Leviticus.
(11) J. R. Porter (Leviticus, [Cambridge Bible Commentary; Cambridge: CUP, 1976],
20) says “If the blood of all the sacrifices is expiatory, that part of any sacrifice
which is burned on the altar for God is also propitiatory, that is, it averts the divine
anger and restores good relations between God and the offerer. This concept is
expressed by the phrase a ‘soothing odour to the Lord.” On the other hand, J. Hartley
(Leviticus, 22–23) says, “This metaphor of ‘a soothing aroma’ is very appropriate,
for the sacrifice is offered in order to move God to remember with mercy the one
namely, in v. 4 and not at the end of the prescription, is given after the discussion
concerning the term kipper in I.3 below.
On this assumption some divine displeasure similar to the case of the burnt
offering is also apparent in the grain offering of Lev 2. Since rëáù nîùôáù is
particularly stressed in the case of the grain offering (Lev 2: 2, 9, 12), in that
the Œazkärâ which goes to the Lord is called rëáù nîùôáù, it follows that the
rëáù nîùôáù functions to pacify the Lord’s wrath as it does in the burnt offering.
Further, the same applies for rëáù nîùôáù in the fellowship offering (Lev 3: 5,
16). Though Lev 2–3 do not mention kipper, it can be inferred that both the
grain and fellowship offerings are related to the appeasement of the Lord’s
wrath in some way, if not to kipper.
Thus, whether or not rëáù nîùôáù is part of the concept of the kipper-act is
of great interest to the present study. On the one hand, rëáù nîùôáù appears as a
contributory element to the kipper-act in the ritual of the sin offering (Lev 4:
35). The same goes for the phrase Œiññey YHWH (Lev 4: 31), which is often
conjoined with rëáù nîùôáù in ch. 1–3. The problem here then is, why does
kipper not occur in the prescriptions for the grain and fellowship offerings in
Lev 2–3? Is it possible to maintain that rëáù nîùôáù in the grain and fellowship
offerings is still part of what it means to kipper? Or does the omission of the
term kipper in the case of the fellowship offering imply that it has nothing to do
with kipper? The answer to these questions may depend partly on the reason
why kipper is not mentioned in Lev 2–3, and partly on how rëáù nîùôáù is
related to kipper.
What is certain is that rëáù nîùôáù is assumed in almost all of the sacrificial
rituals insofar as the rituals include the burning of either the fat or grain
portions.(12) It is argued this far that the implicitness and explicitness of the
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who makes the sacrifice. Usually a whole offering was presented not to cool God’s
wrath but to seek his goodwill before his wrath might be kindled.”
(12) rëáù nîùôáù is not mentioned in the reparation offering (see Lev 7, 5); Œiññeh is.
Though these terms appear synonymous in Lev 1–3, there seems to be a gradation;
rëáù nîùôáù is deliberately avoided. Cp. 4, 31 with 4, 35 for the sin offering.
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phrase is not arbitrary but deliberate, and reflects some aspect of the appeasement
of the Lord’s wrath. Is the same situation evident in the case of kipper? It seems
necessary to inquire into the nature of the explicit mention of these terms in
more detail. Does their omission imply the absence of their ideas?
1.2 Non-mention of kipper in Lev 3
It is clear that Lev 3 is the continuation of Lev 1: 2 which runs,
MRhElSa D;t√rAmDa◊w lEa∂rVcˆy y´nV;b_lRa rE;bå;d
hÎwhyAl ND;b√r∂q MR;kIm byîrVqÅy_yI;k M∂dDa
:MRk◊nA;b√r∂q_tRa …wbyîrVqA;t Naø…xAh_NIm…w r∂qD;bAh_NIm hDmEhV;bAh_NIm
Lev 1: 3 begins with
byîrVqÅy dEowøm lRhOa jAtRÚp_lRa …w…nRbyîrVqÅy MyImD;t rDkÎz r∂qD;bAh_NIm wønD;b√r∂q hDlOo_MIa
:hÎwh◊y y´nVpIl wønOx√rIl wøtOa
As commentators note, Lev 3: 1 is parallel to 1: 3. Particularly, consider
the use of hiqrîà in both verses. Thus, where the hand-leaning rite is mentioned
in 3: 2, it may be assumed that the same meaning stated in 1: 4b (“and it shall
be accepted to make atonement for him”) applies to the same act in the
fellowship offering. But with regard to the hand leaning rite it is not clear
whether lékapper œäläw in Lev 1: 4b applies to the case of the fellowship
offering. That the phrase does not occur in chapter 3 does not necessarily mean
that the fellowship offering has nothing to do with the idea of kipper. It is
possible that the latter is not mentioned for some other reason.
Moreover, in Lev 1: 4 it is the animal for the burnt offering that is said to
kipper for the offerer, and not the priest as in the rituals for the sin and reparation
offerings. This is a unique feature which exegetes should keep in mind.(13)
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(13) This should be compared with the case of the Azazel-goat (Lev 16, 10, 21–22).
However, why is kipper not mentioned in Lev 3? If it were not omitted,
why is it not mentioned? This question gains importance in light of the
repetitiveness of the prescription in Lev 3. Or does the literary phenomenon
reflect that the fellowship offering has nothing to do with kipper?
Before we go further it is useful to keep in mind the basic data pertaining
to the occurrence of kipper in the sacrificial ritual. Textually, the distribution of
kipper with the four types of offerings is as follows,
œôlâ The animal kippers (Lev 1: 4)
ñélämîm The blood kippers (Lev 17: 11)
ùaååäŒt The priest kippers (Lev 4: 20 etc.)
Œäñäm The priest kippers (Lev 5: 13 etc.)
It appears from this list that kipper is related to blood or its handling.
Indeed, it occurs most frequently in the ritual of the sin offering which lays
greater emphasis on the priest’s manipulation of blood. Thus, there is a trend
for the term kipper to occur more frequently in ritual prescriptions that lay
more stress on the handling of blood or its symbolic meaning and effect.(14)
However, this may not mean that offerings other than the sin and reparation
offerings, such as the fellowship offering, have nothing to do with kipper. We
know from Lev 17: 11, which states the principle of the blood handling, that the
blood of the fellowship offering kippers.
In the above list it is apparent that the agent of kipper varies according to
the kind of offering. Thus, when it is said that the priest kippers in the ritual of
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See N. Kiuchi, The Purification Offering in the Priestly Literature (JSOTS 56;
Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1987), 151–52; J. Sklar, Sin, Impurity, Sacrifice
and Atonement Ph.D. thesis, Cheltenham, 2001, 96–98.
(14) Outside the priestly literature there are many instances in which the burnt offering
is offered to appease the Lord’s wrath. Thus, in Gen 8, 20–21 Noah offered his burnt
offering and the Lord smelt its odor, which provoked the Lord to show compassion.
Noah’s sacrifice can be understood as dealing with the last phase of the wrath of the
Lord, the earlier one was expressed by the Flood.
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the sin offering, it can be assumed that the blood of the sin offering also kippers.
However, can it be assumed that the whole animal kippers in the case of the sin
offering ritual? There seems to be no reason why not. On the other hand, can it
also be assumed that the priest kippers in the rituals of the burnt offering and
fellowship offering? These questions will become clearer and find some resolution
in the following discussion about the relationship between rëáù nîùôáù and
kipper. At any rate, it is essential for exegetes to bear in mind that if kipper is
not explicitly mentioned, that does not necessarily mean that the idea is not
present. It may simply be that the term is not mentioned for some other reason.
Our task then is to investigate why kipper occurs more frequently in the
rituals of the so-called expiatory sacrifices such as the sin and the reparation
offerings, and, alternatively, why rëáù nîùôáù occurs more frequently in the
burnt, grain and fellowship offerings. Does the latter suggest that these offerings
have nothing to do with the Lord’s wrath?
1.3 rëáù nîùôáù and kipper
As mentioned above, in the case of the fellowship offering of Lev 3, kipper
is not mentioned, yet its blood is assumed to kipper (Lev 17: 11). This suggests
that the occurrence of kipper is conditioned by what the symbolic meaning of
blood handling has for a particular ritual, just as in the case of rëáù nîùôáù. In
other words, the appearance of kipper and rëáù nîùôáù may relate to both
literary and ideological reasons. For instance, the phrase rëáù nîùôáù occurs
frequently in Lev 1–3 whereas it occurs just once in Lev 4: 31 for the sin
offering. However, it is unreasonable to conclude that the effect of the rëáù
nîùôáù is absent in the earlier types of the ritual in Lev 4 purely because it is
not mentioned. Rather it is safe to assume that the effect of rëáù nîùôáù is
assumed by the mention of the burning (hiqåîr) of the animal’s fat portions.
Therefore, that the phrase does not appear in the text implies that it is not
emphasized for some particular reason, possibly because of the seriousness of
the sin (see below).
Since, as argued above, rëáù nîùôáù plays a part in the priest’s kipper-act
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in Lev 4, the mention of rëáù nîùôáù in Lev 3 must be seen in relation to kipper,
even though kipper does not occur there. Whilst the fellowship offering has a
kipper element in its blood, the overall stress in chapter 3 is laid on the rëáù
nîùôáù to the Lord. Does this mean that rëáù nîùôáù is not regarded as part of
kipper? There are two possibilities. One is to assume, based on the non-mention
of kipper in Lev 3, that rëáù nîùôáù is not related to kipper. The other is to
assume, based on the inclusion of rëáù nîùôáù in kipper in Lev 4: 31 and the
connection between kipper and rëáù nîùôáù in Lev 1, that they are related
concepts in the ritual of the fellowship offering, but that for some reason kipper
is not explicitly mentioned.
A solution to the questions just raised may be found in the following two
points. First, resolving the matter hinges on the meaning of kipper, and this will
be discussed below. At this stage, however, it is argued that as the kipper-act at
least includes the effect of rëáù nîùôáù in Lev 4–5, kipper has the semantic
element of appeasement in this section. Second, the explicit mention of kipper
in Lev 4 may just occur because blood handling is stressed in the ritual. For it is
not the sacrificial blood that is said to kipper, nor the offering as a whole, but
the priest. With regard to the fellowship offering in Lev 3, if the priest’s role in
the kipper-event is not the main concern, the non-mention of kipper makes
sense. Indeed, with regard to the ritual of the fellowship offering, it can be said
that its blood kippers, but it cannot be said that either the sacrifice as a whole
kippers, as in the burnt offering, or that the priest kippers, for rites other than
the blood manipulation are stressed in this offering. In this sense it stands to
reason that no explicit mention of kipper is made in Lev 3. In other words,
when kipper is mentioned, its agent refers to the sum total of the ritual (cf. Lev
1: 4). Thus, though it may be generally assumed that the explicit mention of
kipper in the text is dictated by the criterion of whether the ritual includes the
blood handling, namely, that kipper appears when blood is handled but not in
the absence of such rites, the fellowship offering is exceptional, and the reason
for this lies not in the criterion of blood handling, but in the nature of the ritual
as a whole. The possibility still remains that rëáù nîùôáù has something to do
with the kipper-act. For, if one argues that, since rëáù nîùôáù is not explicitly
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related to kipper, the concepts are unrelated, it can also be argued that since
kipper is not mentioned in connection with the blood handling, the blood
handling has no connection with kipper, yet blood kippers (Lev 17: 11).
Thus, it may be posited that kipper is related to the wholeness of the object
that it deals with. It is mentioned when it covers the whole component or
components of a ritual or a rite. The distribution of kipper makes sense on this
basis; the burnt offering kippers for the offerer because it goes to the Lord
wholly; in the sin offering and the reparation offering, the priest kippers because
he involves himself with all the ritual components and their symbolic meanings.
It does not appear in the fellowship offering because the offering in its entirety
cannot be called a kipper-act, nor does the priest cover all the ritual components.
This aspect should complement the major reason for the mention of kipper,
namely, that kipper is mostly related to blood handling.
In Lev 1, the mention of kipper in v. 4b is unusual, i.e., before slaughtering.
If kipper refers to the sum total of the ritual, wouldn’t it come at the end of the
ritual prescription, just like the cases in Lev 4–5? Although the final reason for
its location in Lev 1 depends on the term’s meaning, it seems that the location
of kipper reflects the legislator’s desire to indicate the purpose of the burnt
offering – that the whole of it kippers for the offerer – and not because it covers
just the blood handling, or because it is unrelated to the rëáù nîùôáù at the end
of the prescription. In particular, the relationship between the offerer and the
burnt offering has been set out before v. 4b, that is, the identification of the
offerer with the animal. Thus, in view of the nature of the burnt offering, that
the whole animal kippers for the offerer, it is natural that the relationship
between the offerer and the animal, along with the purpose of the animal, is set
out at the early part of the prescription. Even in Lev 4 the presentation of the
relationship between the offerer and the animal comes first (see vv. 2–3, 13–14
etc.), but in this case kipper appears at the end of the prescription just because
the emphasis lies in the kipper-act of the priests.(15)
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(15) An analogous case is the Azazel-goat in Lev 16, 10, 21–22. As in Lev 1, the
purpose of the goat is already set out in v. 10, namely, to kipper for Aaron, while the
In view of the above, how can the situation that rëáù nîùôáù plays a
central part in the rituals of the grain and fellowship offerings be explained? It
seems possible to posit that though kipper is not mentioned in these rituals, for
the reasons mentioned above, rëáù nîùôáù still relates to the appeasement of
the Lord’s wrath.
In sum, the textual distribution of these two terms is mainly determined by
the degree of wrath assumed in each of the offerings.
1.4 Expiation and propitiation
At this point it seems necessary to clarify conceptual ambiguities
surrounding modern terms such as “expiatory” and “non-expiatory.” It is
traditionally assumed that offerings such as the sin and reparation offerings,
rituals of which are summed up by the term kipper, are expiatory, whereas the
grain offering is non-expiatory. Though the burnt and fellowship offerings are
generally not called expiatory sacrifices, this is still debated. At least, in recent
times, the English term “expiatory” is used in the sense of “disposing sin.”
Moreover, as stated at the outset, there is a strong tendency among exegetes to
assume that the Lord’s wrath does not stand behind the ritual texts, despite the
frequent occurrence of the phrase rëáù nîùôáù. It can be assumed as a matter of
course that wrath is assumed when sin is dealt with (see below). Furthermore, it
is erroneous to assume that blood handling alone achieves the disposal of sin,
for rëáù nîùôáù also plays a part, though not central, in achieving kipper (Lev
4: 31). Also, account should be taken of the possibility that not just rëáù
nîùôáù, but also blood handling, is propitiatory as well as expiatory. All this
suggests that in the case of the sin offering the blood handling is both expiatory
and propitiatory, and that rëáù nîùôáù itself contributes to the priest’s kipper.
However, is it not also erroneous to assume the existence of two categories
of offerings, namely, “expiatory sacrifices” that are propitiatory and “non-
expiatory” sacrifices that are neither expiatory or propitiatory? As mentioned
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above, it is possible that even when kipper is absent, the appeasement of wrath
should be assumed as long as rëáù nîùôáù appears. This means that even if the
priest removes the very cause of the divine wrath, viz., sin or guilt, the Lord’s
wrath is not completely appeased. This will not occur until the occurrence of
the rëáù nîùôáù. The difference between the sin offering on the one hand, and
the fellowship and burnt offerings on the other, is that while in the sin offering
the emphasis on appeasement relates to blood handling, in the burnt and
fellowship offerings it relates to the rëáù nîùôáù, the concluding part of the
appeasement.
That the Lord is wrathful may appear strange because in the rituals of the
sin offering for the sins of the anointed priest, the congregation, and the leader,
the phrase rëáù nîùôáù does not appear in contexts where the wrath of God is
easily assumed. It is indeed odd that the phrase rëáù nîùôáù does not appear in
the cases for the sins of the anointed priest and the congregation, which are
definitely more serious than the other cases. However, the soothing aroma is
naturally assumed in those cases for the anointed priest, the congregation, and
the leader, since fat is burned on the altar. The absence of the phrase in the
earlier rituals in Lev 4 implies that the ritual for the sin of the individual (vv.
27–35) is seen as less serious and in line with this the phrase appears, and vice
versa. Furthermore, it should be noted that the soothing aroma in Lev 4: 31 is
part of the kipper-act, though it may not be central. These observations indicate
that rëáù nîùôáù represents the last phase of the appeasement of the Lord’s
wrath.(16) In terms of the idea of expiation/propitiation, there is apparently a
higher degree of wrath assumed in such cases where kipper appears without
mention of rëáù nîùôáù. These considerations imply that kipper is not just
expiatory in nature, but mainly propitiatory.
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II. The motive of the offerer
However, one may find it difficult to harmonize this interpretation with the
fact that in ancient Israel the burnt offering was offered to express a person’s
thanksgiving or self-dedication. In line with this, it is often assumed that the
burnt offering reflected various emotions experienced by the offerer. Indeed, B.
Levine, because of this apparent discrepancy, even hesitates to assume the idea
of expiation in the term kipper.(17) However, such a difficulty only arises when a
neat differentiation is made between expiatory and non-expiatory sacrifices,
which, as argued above, is artificial and inappropriate. Moreover, a further
question is raised as to how far the Israelites followed the Levitical prescription
in practice, but this lies outside of the scope of the present study. In the meantime,
it seems necessary to pay more attention to the prescription in Lev 1–3.
As mentioned above, one may argue that in offering a burnt or fellowship
offering (Lev 1 and 3), a person does it with joy or thanksgiving, having
experienced the Lord’s salvation. However, the offerer’s joyous motive in this
case is in harmony, rather than at odds, with the appeasement of wrath. It is
entirely possible to assume that the worshipper expressed his joy by dedicating
himself. At least the text assume that he does. But we must still ask why the
Lord is wrathful towards him. On the supposition that the imposition of a hand
on the head of the animal represents less than the idea of “identification”, such
as “This is mine”, it is difficult to resolve the question. The very shedding of
blood in the ritual signifies that he requires substitutionary death in the form of
an animal sacrifice, and what comes after it goes to the Lord as ‘a soothing
aroma.’ This does not mean that ‘a soothing aroma’ is a gift to the Lord following
the completed appeasement; the offerer is from first to last indebted to the Lord.
R. Knierim raises a methodological question which is relevant to the
discussion here: If wrath is assumed, does it appease “God’s already-experienced
wrath” or, as Levine assumes, does it appease wrath that is aroused when the
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(17) B. Levine, Leviticus (JPS Torah Commenary; Philadelphia: Jewish Publication
Society, 1989), 6–7. Cf. Knierim, Text and Concept, 77.
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offerer approaches the Lord?(18) We have inferred that kipper œäläw in v. 4a can
refer to the following ritual, and that ‘for acceptance on his behalf’ in v. 3bβ
can indirectly refer to the whole ritual, thus, the occurrence of rëáù nîùôáù in v.
9. The need for the offerer’s acceptance by the Lord (Lev 1: 3), at least,
indicates that the assumed wrath is not yet abated; the ritual itself deals with
appeasement. This may lend support to the first possibility. On the other hand,
there are some passages where human access arouses divine anger (Exod 19;
Num 4 etc.). Thus, while the burnt offering was offered on particular situations
by the Israelites, the assumed divine wrath should not be conceived in terms of
particular individual necessities. It is fundamental that a human who
approaches the divinity will inevitably face divine anger regardless of what
motivated their approach. This postulate is also related to the following
situation. That is, while offering a burnt offering or fellowship offering is
prompted by a specific occasion, the symbolic meaning of the ritual,
particularly the need for the substitutionary death of an offerer, indicates that
whenever he approaches the Lord, some kind of death is required, which is not
bound by the particular emotion of the offerer. These considerations lead to the
inference that humans are viewed as the object of the Lord’s wrath, if not on
those particular occasions on which an offerer presents his offering.
Such an understanding of the burnt, grain and fellowship offerings
indicates that it is inappropriate to assume that a person offers a sacrificial
animal simply to express his sense of appreciation to the Lord, though this
understanding may have pervaded Israelite thinking at a later point in history.
As argued above, an unanswered question regarding rëáù nîùôáù is
whether or not it symbolizes something beyond, or other than, the appeasement
of wrath. Apparently it is commonly assumed that it does, viz., it is ‘a pleasing
odor’ after appeasement. But the conceptual relationships between rëáù nîùôáù
and *ræh on the one hand, and between rëáù nîùôáù and kipper on the other,
suggest that rëáù nîùôáù is part of the appeasement process, and indeed, the
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last phase of it. Therefore, all the offerings should be conceived within the
framework of the appeasement of the Lord’s wrath.
III. The meaning of kipper
Some major questions raised thus far hinge on the meaning of kipper; the
nature of rëáù nîùôáù, the reason why kipper is not mentioned in the ritual of
the fellowship or grain offering, and whether kipper is expiatory or propitiatory
or both. However, we have argued that rëáù nîùôáù represents the last phase of
the divine wrath, and that though kipper does not always cover rëáù nîùôáù, the
latter is still related to appeasement. Thus, our finding is that kipper has, at
least, the semantic component of appeasement. It seems meaningful at this
point to integrate these results with recent discussion of kipper, thus shedding
new light on its meaning.
It is the officiating priest who handles the blood at the altars and sancta,
and in most cases it is also the priest who is said to kipper. The priest is holy by
his calling, i.e., by the anointing of oil. In this regard the priest carries out the
Lord’s will. He is the Lord’s representative. The Lord appoints the priest to
mediate between him and the people. Yet here again it is vital to bear in mind
that the priest, being holy in a vocational sense, works within the divine realm.
Now various different approaches have been proposed for the meaning of
kipper in the sacrificial ritual. The dominant approach in contemporary
scholarship is that championed by J. Milgrom and others, which renders kipper
as “to effect purgation” by analogy with the Akkadian cognate kuppuru.(19)
Indeed, kipper occurs in close association with other terms such as åihar, ùiååëŒ,
and qiddëñ in the priestly literature.(20) Since the cleansing of sancta is a central
part of the sin offering’s ritual, in which kipper appears most frequently, the
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(19) Milgrom, Leviticus 1–16, 1079–84. Milgrom, however, appears to take a diachronic
approach to the Hebrew term. See below.
(20) For ùiååëŒ see N. Kiuchi, A Study of ÙäåäŒ and ÙaååäŒø in Leviticus 4–5 (Forschungen
zum Alten Testament 2/2; Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2003), 107–18.
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inference appears appropriate. Yet it should be noted that these apparently
synonymous terms, particularly åihar and ùiååëŒ, are not exactly differentiated
from kipper in this approach.
On the other hand it is noted and argued by some exegetes that kipper has
the semantic element of näõäœ œäwön (“bearing guilt”)(21). Though passages in
which kipper appears together with näõäœ œäwön occur just twice in the priestly
literature (Lev 10: 17; 16: 10, 22), it seems difficult to gainsay that they are
synonymous.(22) From such contexts it follows that it is the priest who bears the
guilt of the people and kippers for them. Since the ritual of the sin offering
includes purification of sancta, it is inferred, in my view correctly, that kipper in
such contexts has a double role, in purifying the sancta and bearing guilt. It is
noteworthy that this idea itself connotes one of substitution.
However, a general methodological question should be raised here.
Though kipper occurs most frequently in the ritual of the sin offering, does the
meaning of kipper differ from that of kipper in Lev 1: 4 (the burnt offering), 5:
16, 18, 26 (the reparation offering), and 17: 11 (the blood)? For example,
Milgrom renders kipper in the sin offering context as “to effect purgation,”
while he renders kipper in the reparation offering context as “to effect
expiation,” and kipper in the burnt offering context as “to expiate.”(23) This
certainly is an approach which takes into account the function of each offering
when considering the meaning of kipper. However, difficulties arise with this
approach to translating kipper when a combination of the sin and reparation
offerings is prescribed (see below).
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(21) N. Kiuchi, The Purification Offering, 94–101. See also B. Schwartz, “The Bearing
of Sin in the Priestly Literature,” Pomegranates and Golden Bells:Studies in Bbilical,
Jewish, and Near Eastern Ritual, Law, and Literature in Honor of Jacob Milgrom,
ed. D. P. Wright, D. N. Freedman and A. Hurvitz (Winona Lake: Eisenbrauns, 1995),
3–21. In the above cited work the present writer mistakenly proposed a hyponymous
relation between kipper and näõäŒ œäwön. Here I would like to alter the view as stated:
they are synonymous. 
(22) For the following see Kiuchi, The Purification Offering, 99–101.
(23) Milgrom, Leviticus 1–16, 227, 319, 133.
A more balanced view, that takes this matter into account, has been
recently advanced by J. Sklar who has demonstrated that kipper is related to
both purification and the concept of ransom. Thus, he proposes the translation
“to effect kôãer-purgation.”(24) Yet while this is correct, it is important to realize
that the discussion of the meaning of kipper thus far is dominated by terms that
appear in connection with the sin offering, such as åihar, ùiååëŒ, and qiddëñ
without attention being given to the significance of rëáù nîùôáù. Also what has
been neglected in the discussion of kipper is the issue of what the grammatical
subject of kipper is. For, if one renders it “to purge,” then cases like the burnt
offering (Lev 1: 4) or animal blood (Lev 17: 11) or the Azazel-goat (Lev 16:
10, 21–22) are automatically excluded and inevitably classified as a different
category. In light of our discussion thus far we point out the following
observations.
It should be borne in mind that kipper for the sins of the reparation
offering hardly differs from that achieved for the sins of the sin offering (see
Lev 5: 16, 18, 26). In fact, there is evidence that it is artificial to make a
distinction between the common renderings “to make atonement” and “to
purge.” Lev 7: 7 states,
“The guilt offering is just like the sin offering; there is one law for them.
The priest who makes atonement [kipper] with it shall have it.” (ESV)
“There is one law for both purification offering and reparation-offering:
they belong to the priest who performs the rite of expiation [kipper] .” (RSB)
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(24) Sklar, Sin., 204. For kôper as a means to ‘mollify,’ ‘placate,’ see A. Schenker,
’köper et expiation,’ Biblica 63 (1982), 32–46. Schenker refers to the use of kipper
in Gen 32: 21 in support of this thesis. Cf. also Knierim, Text and Concept, 79–80.
J. Sklar carefully examines possible renderings of this Hebrew term, and suggests
that ‘composition’ would best suit it, as it is related to the concepts of ‘ransom’ and
‘appeasement’ (Sklar, Sin, 64–79). With the arguments and qualification by J. Sklar,
I use the English term ‘ransom.’ However, both Schenker and Sklar do not argue as
we do here that kipper has the semantic element of appeasement.
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Here it can be observed that what the two kinds of offerings achieve is
described as kipper, and no difference in meaning is felt as far as the meaning
of kipper is concerned, although the animal blood is handled differently. The
same applies to kipper in the purification ritual of the so-called leper in Lev 14:
14–20. kipper is what the reparation offering achieves (v.18), what the sin
offering achieves (v.19), and what the burnt and grain offering achieve (v.19b,
20), yet the lawgiver does not appear to differentiate the meaning of kipper
according to the types of offerings. Further, in the ritual of the day of atonement
(Lev 16), where the sin offering has the central role, a burnt offering is also
required to make atonement (kipper) for the people and the priests (Lev 16: 24).
In this case, the close contextual proximity between the kipper of the sin and
burnt offerings would negate any attempt to render kipper with different nuances.
Indeed, one wonders if there is any significance in differentiating the
meaning of kipper according to different offerings. Therefore it seems
appropriate to assume the same meaning irrespective of the different offerings
or their respective ritual components. This means that it is erroneous, when
considering the meaning of kipper, to take into account the component which is
conspicuous in the ritual of the sin offering. If the same rendering is adopted for
both the sin and reparation offerings, even while in the reparation offering the
idea of cleansing the defiled sancta is minimal or absent, there is no sufficient
reason to assume that the meaning of kipper varies depending on the type of
blood ritual, or type of offering.
Kipper appears most frequently in connection with the ritual of the sin
offering, and the latter includes the purification of sancta and people. Yet it is
questionable whether the meaning of kipper is dependent upon the variety of
blood manipulations, i.e. sprinkling or daubing, in the case of the sin offering,
and pouring around the altar in the cases of the burnt, fellowship and reparation
offerings. While kipper is most closely related to the effect of blood manipulation,
that is not all that constitutes the ritual; the ritual also includes what the burning
of fat achieves, namely, rëáù nîùôáù. It should be observed that the soothing
aroma created by the act of qår Hiph. (‘to burn’) is common to all the offerings
of Leviticus 1–5, and this corroborates our postulate that appeasement is a
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semantic element of kipper.
It seems that the priest’s bearing of guilt is highly significant for the
definition of kôãer, because this appears to cohere with the assumption that
kipper is related to kôãer. However, the priest’s representative bearing of the
guilt of others is clearly different from his payment of ransom money to save
others. The former refers to an existential suffering whereas the latter involves
the incurring of a financial loss such as “to pay a ransom” or the like. At any
rate, as the idea of bearing guilt of others suggests, kipper may have a reflexive
meaning.
Now, though kipper may be derived from kôãer as the Piel denominative,
the semantic nuance of the Piel denominative is variegated in general.(25) When
account is taken of the idea of “ransom,” the rendering “to make atonement”
may be close to kipper, but this English rendering connotes reconciliation
whereas kipper describes the process leading up to it. We would rather suggest
that since the subject of kipper in the rituals of the sin and reparation offerings
is the priest who represents the sinner or unclean person, it can be assumed that
the priest makes himself a kôãer. In the case of the burnt offering, the animal
makes itself a ransom. And it may be that kipper could tentatively be rendered
as “to make oneself (itself) kôãer [ransom].” This rendering, however, is
problematic in that it is the blood that corresponds to the idea of kôãer and not
the ransom money.
Another relevant problem in determining the meaning of kipper pertains to
the prepositions it takes; they are mostly œal, but it sometimes takes béœad or Œet.
The phrase kipper œal is followed either by a person or a holy thing. Kipper
béœa-d is followed only by persons whereas kipper Œeø is followed only by holy
things. Since it is odd that the priest kippers ‘for’ inanimate things, it is
commonly rendered ‘to make atonement upon’. However, the idea that the
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(25) Cf. J. Jenni, Das Hebra¨ische Piœel: Syntaktisch-semasiologische Untersuchung
einer Verbalform im Alten Testament (Zürich: EVZ-Verlag, 1968), 264–74; B. K.
Waltke & M. O’Connor, An Introduction to Biblical Hebrew Syntax (Winona Lake:
Eisenbrauns, 1990), 24.4b.
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priest makes atonement for inanimate things like sancta is possible, in view of
the fact that sancta are likened as the extended personhood of the Lord (cf. Lev
16: 16b).
As for the construction kipper béœa-d, it stresses the beneficiary of the
kipper-act. So when Aaron kippers on behalf of the people, it is stressed that
what he is doing at the altar or the Tent of Meeting concerns the spiritual status
of the people.
The construction kipper œeø is most problematical, for while it could
possibly have a transitive meaning such as ‘to purge’, that is unlikely to be the
meaning (see note 20). Alternatively, it is proposed that when kipper takes a
direct object such as sancta (Lev 16: 20, 33; Ezek 43: 20, 26; 45: 20), the Œëø
can be taken as indicating the datival accusative.(26)
Moreover, how should kipper be translated when it is used independently,
i.e., without the above prepositions as in Lev 6: 23, 16: 27, 30, 34? In these
cases the transitive meaning would be unsuitable.
Now, with the above possibility in mind that kipper has a reflexive
meaning, we turn to the significance of our finding that it has the semantic
element of appeasement. Our consideration of rëáù nîùôáù suggest that the
burning of fat in the cases of the sin and reparation offerings, or the whole
animal in the case of the burnt offering, is part of the kipper-act, and in this
regard it symbolically functions to appease the Lord’s wrath. Also we have
inferred that rëáù nîùôáù represents the culmination of the sacrificial ritual. In
light of this, how is rëáù nîùôáù related to the rest of the elements within the
ritual? Taking the sin offering as an example, the blood manipulation plays a
highly important part in the ritual. But its importance surely lies in it being the
basis of all the following ritual acts, above all, the burning of fat. Does the
burning of fat express the purpose of the sin offering’s whole ritual? The
concentration on the blood manipulation by the priest does not necessarily
mean that it is the main purpose of the ritual, though it may well be the major
function of the sin offering. As the text of Lev 4 indicates, the purpose of the
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ritual is forgiveness, for which the kipper-act is required. But the mention of
kipper is immediately preceded by the burning of fat. Thus it seems that just as
in Lev 1, the sinner is forgiven because he is accepted (*ræh) by the Lord,
which is symbolized by the burning of fat that produces a soothing aroma.
These considerations lead to the conclusion that kipper means to “sacrifice
oneself [itself] for appeasement.” The length of this rendering would make it
impractical in Bible translation. Thus, though somewhat conceded and the
element of appeasement is not included, something like “to sacrifice oneself
[itself]” is proposed. When kipper takes no prepositions such as œal, béœa-d or œeø,
it could be rendered ‘make propitiation’ on the understanding that the priest
makes propitiation by sacrificing himself.(27)
In sum, the recognition of the Lord’s wrath in the sacrificial ritual is of
paramount importance in understanding the overall nature of the ritual as well
as in determining the various key terminologies related to the purpose of the
ritual acts such as rëáù nîùôáù or kipper.(28)
Summary
By way of conclusion we summarize the significance of our interpretation
of propitiation in Leviticus 1–5 with a view to providing our understanding of
the overall nature of the sacrificial ritual in Leviticus.
The lives of the Israelites are contingent upon the condition of the sancta.
If the latter are defiled, so are the former. Sancta represent the Lord on the one
hand and the people on the other, yet the former are in the divine realm, being
holy.
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(27) It has come to the attention of the present author that D. P. Wright gives to kipper
the meaning of “to make appeasement, propitiation”, although he does not discuss
how he came to the conclusion. See D. P. Wright, “Unclean and clean” in Anchor
Bible Dictionary (New York: Doubleday, 1992) VI, 729–41 (especially p. 737).
(28) In view of this conclusion, the LXX translation of kappôret, i.e., hilastërion,
requires reassessment.
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Now what is the significance of purifying the defiled sancta in terms of the
wrath of the Lord? The sancta are defiled by the sins and uncleanness of the
people. Yet since the Lord is represented by the sancta it should be naturally
assumed that the Lord is offended by human sin and uncleanness. Thus, if the
sancta are purified the Lord can dwell in the Tent and all the rituals performed
before the Tent bear the character of appeasing the wrath of the Lord in varying
degrees; sacrifices like the sin and reparation offerings remove the very causes
of wrath, i.e., sins, while the burnt, grain and fellowship offerings deal with
subsequent phases of appeasement. The condition of sancta simultaneously
reflects both the Lord and the Israelites, and defiling and purifying the sancta
should not be envisaged as separate from the profaning of the Lord and the
appeasement of his wrath.
However, while this situation indicates that a need to appease the wrath of
the Lord stands behind these rituals, exegetes have not incorporated this into
their understanding the rituals. This is presumably because terms related to the
wrath of God are not explicitly mentioned. Indeed, although the meaning of a
phrase such as “a soothing aroma” is still debated, the unsystematic handling of
the evidence seems to have made scholars oblivious to an obvious element in
the rituals, namely, the wrath of the Lord.
Our interpretation of the phrase “a soothing aroma” suggests that the Lord
is indeed in a state of wrath, without which the understanding of the ritual in
general, and of atonement in particular, is unbalanced. Thus, it is assumed in
the prescriptions that the Israelites offer their sacrifices and offerings to appease
the Lord who is wrathful toward them.
Such an understanding of the ritual reveals what the text assumes
regarding the human condition before the holy Lord. In approaching the Lord a
person ought to sacrifice himself, which is symbolized by the slaughtering of an
animal. However, the following ritual acts, particularly the burning of fat
portions, or the whole animal in the case of the burnt offering, also serve to
appease the Lord’s wrath. This means that humans cannot do anything more
than appease the wrath of the Lord in offering sacrifices and offerings.
Certainly, as suggested by the fact that the “soothing aroma” comes at the end
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of the ritual, the Lord’s wrath has to be conceived in a broad way, yet the fact
remains that the Lord’s wrath is present. Also such an understanding of the
situation indicates that man cannot give to God something more than what is
required or necessary.
Man, as he is, is not accepted by the Lord, and that is why it was necessary
for the priests to offer the burnt offering every day for all the people (cf. Exod
29: 38–42). Such an understanding of the human condition is crucial in the
consideration of the role of offerings and sacrifices. Heretofore it has been
assumed explicitly or implicitly that the burnt, grain and fellowship offerings
were offered to express the joy or thanksgiving of the offerer. However, this
alone cannot explain not only the shedding of blood but also the stringent rules
concerning the handling of the offering. Further, as shown above, our
evaluation of the phrase rëáù nîùôáù and *ræßh indicates that rëáù nîùôáù
functions to appease the last phase of the Lord’s wrath against the offerer.
Indeed, it is also necessary to assume the Lord’s grace in the ritual. This
topic is not pursued any further here. But one point should be made: The Lord’s
grace manifests itself in the very establishment of the rituals that are designed
to appease his own wrath. But it is to be admitted that Leviticus shows an
overriding concern about the wrath of God against the sinful and unclean.
Moreover, in light of Lev 26, where the situation is envisaged that the Israelites
will continue to make themselves “stiff-necked,” the wrath of God assumed in
the sanctuary is still a mitigated one.
(Professor of Old Testament, Tokyo Christian University)
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